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EVENT SPECIFIC LOCAL RULES
1. LIFT, CLEAN & PLACE

Balls positioned in the player’s own
fairway, including “the fringe” around the green, may be lifted, cleaned and
placed within one club length of the balls original position, and not nearer the
hole in play.

2. CART-MOUNTED RANGE MEASURING DEVICES
are authorized along with handheld range measuring devices.

3. CASUAL WATER can be found in areas on the course where the
water hazards have overflowed their defined boundaries.

4. GROUND UNDER REPAIR The sand bunkers on the right side
of Hole #1 and #10 fairways are here declared as “Ground Under Repair”.

5. UNMAINTAINED AREAS beyond the last cut of rough are
“Lateral Water Hazards”. For all water hazards not having a painted boundary
line, the players shall use edge of the last cut of rough as the boundary and
consider the hazard “Lateral”.

6. EFFLUENT WATER DISPOSAL SAND AREAS
having a knee high concrete disposal grate, shall be considered through the
green areas. Balls resting within these areas may be “lifted, cleaned and
placed” within one club length not nearer the hole and within the sand area.
These areas are most noticed on holes #1, #3 and #11.

7. HOLE #6 BUNKER within the Lateral Hazard area to the right of the
fairway is considered a “Waste Area” and “Through The Green”. Balls resting
in this bunker only may be lifted, cleaned and placed, within one club length,
no nearer the hole and staying within the waste bunker.

8. HOLE #7 TEEING GROUND shall be defined by the most
forward set of tee markers on the hole, normally from the left front tee box
adjacent to the hotel “wave pool” and making the hole approximately 305 yards
in length.

9. DROP AREAS unless specifically authorized by the Committee shall
not be in effect.

